Eight years ago, Ben Smith was a bartender tiring of the nightlife and the long hours. Now, he owns his own drain cleaning business and is planning a prosperous future.

Marvel Sewer and Drain in the Twin Cities suburb of Fridley, Minn., is still just Ben in the field and his wife, Emily, in the office, but the business is thriving.

Ben started his own sewer and drain cleaning business in the summer of 2016, after seven years of subbing for other companies. “It’s exciting and it’s definitely nerve-racking to be on my own,” he said.

His specialty is repairing sewer lines without digging up yards. He uses RIDGID® inspection equipment to identify the intrusion or hole in the line and then inserts a bladder wrapped in a fiberglass lining to cover the hole. He inflates the bladder so the fiberglass adheres to the interior of the pipe, sealing the hole. When he deflates and removes the bladder, the pipe is fixed.

“IT'S WONDERFUL. I MAKE GOOD MONEY DOING IT AND I SAVE MY CUSTOMERS ABOUT HALF THE COST OF DIGS.”

However, the point repairs would be impossible without RIDGID to locate and identify the problem and make sure it’s fixed. Ben uses the NaviTrack Scout® locator to find the pipe and the SeeSnake® MAX rM200 camera and CS6 monitor to see what’s happening inside it. He also carries the microDrain™ system for indoor plumbing jobs.

“The easiest way to explain to someone what’s wrong with their sewer is to show them,” Ben said. “I can’t do this job without a camera and the rM200 is the best camera I’ve ever used. It feels like RIDGID went inside my brain, saw what I wanted for a camera and produced it.” He specifically praised the camera’s small size, powerful light and durability. He said he’s been able to maneuver it through bends and junctions that stopped other cameras.

The diagnostic equipment allows him to work fast enough to visit three or four houses in a day, which is crucial for a business just getting off the ground.

“I LIKE GOING INTO PEOPLE'S HOMES AND SOLVING PROBLEMS THAT ARE REALLY SERIOUS FOR THEM. IT MAKES ME FEEL GOOD.”

Now building their future together, Emily and Ben laugh about Ben’s initial reluctance to get into the business. When he was single and tending bar, he worried that it would be hard to meet women if he became a sewer cleaner. But when he saw Emily in a local bar one night he gave her his sewer and drain business card to connect, and now they’re married, starting a business and raising two young children.

He sees a future for the business that includes five drain cleaners in the field, one or two people in the office and himself pitching in where needed. He’s not listening to those who warn him he’d be better off hiring contractors than employees.

“I THINK IT WOULD BE SUPER COOL IF I COULD HELP OTHER YOUNG GUYS START A FAMILY AND PROVIDE A GOOD LIVING AND BE A GOOD BOSS,” he said. “IT’S A LONG ROAD, BUT I THINK WE CAN DO IT.”
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